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In recent studies,we have introducedmelt-processed polymeric cellular dosage forms to achieve both immediate
drug release and predictablemanufacture. Dosage forms ranging fromminimally-porous solids to highly porous,
open-cell and thin-walled structures were prepared, and the drug release characteristics investigated as the vol-
ume fraction of cells and the excipient molecular weight were varied. In the present study, both minimally-po-
rous solid and cellular dosage forms consisting of various weight fractions of Acetaminophen drug and
polyethylene glycol (PEG) excipient are prepared and analyzed. Microstructures of the solid forms and the cell
walls range from single-phase solid solutions of the excipient and a small amount of drug molecules to two-
phase composites of the excipient and tightly packed drug particles. Results of dissolution experiments show
that theminimally-porous solid forms disintegrate and release drug by slow surface erosion. The erosion rate de-
creases as the drug weight fraction is increased. By contrast, the open-cell structures disintegrate rapidly by vis-
cous exfoliation, and the disintegration time is independent of drugweight fraction. Drug releasemodels suggest
that the solid forms erode by convectivemass transfer of the faster-eroding excipient if the drug volume fraction
is small. At larger drug volume fractions, however, the slower-eroding drug particles hinder access of the free-
flowing fluid to the excipient, thus slowing down erosion of the composite. Conversely, the disintegration rate
of the cellular forms is limited by diffusion of the dissolution fluid into the excipient phase of the thin cell
walls. Because the wall thickness is of the order of the drug particle size, and the particles are enveloped by
the excipient during melt-processing, the drug particles cannot hinder diffusion through the excipient across
the walls. Thus the disintegration time of the cellular forms is mostly unaffected by the volume fraction of
drug in the walls.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The orally-delivered immediate-release tablets and capsules, the preva-
lent pharmaceutical dosage forms at present, are porous, granular solids
consisting of drug and excipient particles [1]. Upon ingestion, the pores be-
tween the granules are percolated by the gastro-intestinal fluid, and the
bonds are severed resulting in rapid disintegration of the dosage form into
its particulate constituents. The small drug particles then release drug mole-
cules, which are subsequently absorbed by the blood stream and distributed
to the disease-specific biological targets. As required by the large range of the
potencyof drugs, thedrug content in thegranular dosage forms canbevaried
in a large range, from a few micrograms to several hundred milligrams,
without compromising the fast disintegration rate of the dosage form [2–7].

The primary drawback of the granular forms, however, is that their
manufacture is fraught with difficulties inherent in processing particu-
late matter. For example, mixing, dispensing, and compacting the drug

and excipient particles are inefficient due to particle segregation, un-
even flow, and aggregate formation [8–15].

Such problems could be largelymitigated by transitioning frompowder
processing to the more predictable liquid-based processing. Therefore, we
have recently proposed both minimally-porous solid and cellular dosage
forms that can be prepared by melt-processing [16–19]. The minimally-
porous solid forms are solid solutions or particle-dispersed composites of
the excipient and the drug. The cellular dosage forms are solid frameworks
of a drug-excipient solid solution or composite and, additionally, gas-filled
voids or cells. The cells can be either closed or partially open.

We have demonstrated that the drug release rate of the dosage
forms can be tailored by altering the cell volume fraction and the con-
nectivity of the void space. For example, if the cell volume fraction is
large and the cell structure predominantly open, the drug release rate
of the cellular dosage forms can be an order of magnitude faster than
that of their minimally-porous solid counterparts.

The drug release behavior of the minimally-porous solid and cel-
lular dosage forms may also be changed, however, if the volume
fraction of drug in the solid phase (or the drug content) is altered
[20–23]. In this work, therefore, the volume fractions of the drug
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and the excipient in the solid phase are varied over a large range, and
their effect on the drug release rate of both solid and cellular dosage
forms is investigated.

2. Microstructural considerations: solid versus thin-walled cellular
dosage forms

Fig. 1a is a schematic of a solid dosage form consisting of an erodible,
polymeric excipient and a very small quantity of uniformly distributed
dissolved drug molecules. Upon immersion in a dissolution fluid, the
fluid diffuses into the dosage form. Concurrently, molecules of the ex-
cipient and the drug are transported away from the dosage form by dif-
fusion, or by convection if the medium is stirred. Both processes are
termed erosion. The diffusive flux of the dissolution fluid into the dos-
age form, and the erosion rate of the excipient and drug molecules,
are determined by the physico-chemical properties of the excipient,
the predominant component of the dosage form in this case.

Schematics of dosage forms consisting of randomly mixed excipient
and drug particles are shown in Figs. 1b–d. In a random mixture, the
drug particles form clusters ranging in size from that of a few particles

to a large collection of particles, depending on their volume fraction. A
cluster is considered interconnected if it extends fromone face of the dos-
age form to the other. In amicrostructure as shown in Fig. 1b, the volume
fraction of drug particles is small. The excipient is interconnected, but the
drug particles and clusters are isolated. Thus, if the diffusivity of the disso-
lution fluidmolecules in the excipient is greater than that in the drug, the
fluid can diffuse through the excipient to the interior. Similarly, if the ero-
sion rate of the excipient is greater than that of the drug, the excipient can
erode around the drug particles and wash them off. As the volume frac-
tion of the drug particles is increased, as in Figs. 1c and d, however, the
cluster size and connectivity of the drug phase are increased, and the con-
nectivity of the excipient is decreased. At a large volume fraction of drug,
as shown in Fig. 1e, the excipient is isolated. In suchmicrostructures, pas-
sage of the dissolution fluid to the interior and excipient erosion around
the drug particles are hindered by the drug phase.

Unlike the non-porous dosage forms where the drug particle size,
d bb H0, the dosage form thickness (d ~ 40 μm and H0 ~ 5 mm), the
wall thickness, h0, of the cellular dosage forms considered here is of
the order of the drug particle size, d. Thus the cell wall may be con-
sidered a 2-dimensional sheet of the excipient-drug composite, as

Nomenclature

b bond length along polymeric chain
c0 interfacial concentration
c0,d interfacial concentration of dissolving drug
c0,e interfacial concentration of dissolving excipient
cd concentration of drug in dissolution medium
ce concentration of excipient in dissolution medium
D diffusivity of solute in dissolution medium
D0 diameter of dosage form
Dd diffusivity of drug in dissolution medium
De diffusivity of excipient in dissolution medium
Deff effective diffusivity of dissolution fluid in cell wall
Dw,e diffusivity of dissolution medium in excipient
Dw,d diffusivity of dissolution medium in drug
d drug particle size
dcell diameter of cells
E erosion rate of dosage form
Ed erosion rate of drug phase
Ee erosion rate of excipient phase
Ee average erosion rate of excipient phase
fd weight fraction of drug in dosage form
fopen fraction of open cells
H0 initial thickness of dosage form
h0 thickness of cell walls
j flux of eroding material
jd flux of eroding drug
je flux of eroding excipient
kb Boltzmann's constant
lpen penetration length
Md,0 initial mass of drug in dosage form
md mass of drug released from dosage form
dMd/dt drug release rate
N number of bonds along polymeric chain
n number of percolation-diffusion-exfoliation sequences

to disintegrate dosage form
p pressure
pa atmospheric pressure
ps sorption pressure
R radius of drug particle
R0 initial radius of drug particle
Re Reynolds number

r, θ, φ spherical coordinates
Sc Schmidt number
T temperature
T0 room temperature
Ts sorption temperature
t time
t0.8 time to dissolve 80% of the drug content
t0.8,c calculated time to dissolve 80% of the drug content
tcool cooling time
td dissolution time of drug particle
tdis disintegration time of dosage form
tdis,ex disintegration time of an exfoliation
tex time to exfoliate a fragment
tpen penetration time
tperc percolation time
tr pressure release time
ts sorption time
v∞ far-field velocity of dissolution medium
x, y, z cartesian coordinates
δ height of protruding drug particles
δc,e excipient concentration boundary layer thickness of

smooth surface
δc,d drug concentration boundary layer thickness
δc;d average thickness of drug concentration boundary layer
δeff effective concentration boundary layer thickness
δv viscous boundary layer thickness
λ inter-particle distance
μ extensional viscosity of fluidized excipient
μf viscosity of dissolution medium
μs shear viscosity of fluidized excipient
ρ density
ρd density of solid drug
ρe density of solid excipient
ρf density of dissolution medium
ρs average density of non-porous solid material
σ0 initial stress applied on cell wall
φd volume fraction of drug in solid phase
φd⁎ percolation threshold of drug phase
φd
⁎⁎ percolation threshold of excipient phase

φv volume fraction of voids
Ω angular velocity of basket
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